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Sew cute and unique clothes for your little girl with this stylish sewing publication. Japanese Sewing book
Women Style Reserve (in English) offers 24 full-sized patterns in five sizes for a few of the cutest dresses,
tops, outfits and accessories for girls from ages 4-10. Popular Japanese author and developer Yoshiko
Tsukiori brings exclusive new designs and style to the do-it-yourself sewist which make it easy to generate
the kind of clothes girls adore. There's nothing quite like dressing your little girl in clothing she adores—
Projects add a wide variety of DIY-sewing dresses, tops and trousers.made with love, made by you. Crystal
clear, concise diagrams and instructions make these children's clothes so easy to sew, the hardest component
will be deciding what to make first! Already enjoyed by aficionados of Japanese style, this publication has
something for every girl's taste: relaxed, comfortable clothes that are as fun to use as they are to check out.
Balloon-skirted dress with matching mini-bag Traditional pinafore jumper with coordinating bolero jacket
Pretty A-series tunic with matching pants Straight and simple sundress Summery camisole best with
matching jeans and hatThe patterns can be adjusted to fit your little girl's shape and size.
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Cute and vintage patterns! Recently, I've been beginning to sew for my children, and something I really like
about Japanese sewing books is the cute, classic and simple designs they contain. This reserve is no
exception! Highly recommended!! I used my very own techniques anyway. Everything went well until I got
eventually to the bag.e.e. I've never made anything therefore universally admired, but that might have been
the cupcake fabric I used. A long time of sewing ideas This is an excellent book with ideas and patterns to
create so many classic outfits.unless you like to trace stuff (i. a whole lot of patterns per sheet, and seam
allowances have to be added following the patterns are traced out), but there are several ways to accomplish
this. to preserve the original pattern sheets), you could simply take it somewhere and also have the pattern
linens copied, add some seam allowances, and then trim out what you need from your copies. Actually, this
group of patterns is printed on 3 separate bed linens so it's actually easier to see/trace because there are
fewer patterns on each sheet. Me encanta Muy bueno Lots of useful litttle lady patterns I have over a dozen
Japanese sewing books for children in various languages (including six in English) and also have found
them to end up being incredibly easy to check out, actually in languages I cannot read just based on the
diagrams.e. I fully lined the very best, and the caps, therefore i didn't use the instructions.. Many thanks
Amazon for helping me bought it. just some ideas to make this job a little easier =) Longer story short, as a
mom who wants pretty and easy patterns to sew on her behalf kids, for an acceptable price, I highly
recommend this book! Pleased with the pattern variety! I am a fan of Japanese pattern books. Which means I
am used to tracing and adding seam allowance, so that part does not switch me off. If you don't mind tracing
patterns, a good way to produce a 'light box' so that you can clearly observe what you're tracing is to flip a
apparent plastic under-bed storage box ugly over a light (torch, etc. I've made one thing up to now, dress A,
and it is pretty adorable. It was admittedly a discomfort in the pattern levels, however the final results well
worth the work. Also, I love to have various seam allowances where I want them. That said, that is a nice
addition to my pattern book library. This one has three dual sided bed linens in a convenient paper envelope
within the back cover, therefore the patterns are a lot more spaced out and no problem finding. Adorable
patterns This book is tricky mostly because she interchanges her pattern pieces, aka one yoke will be utilized
on multiple designs, in addition to sleeves. Other books try to cram the complete book's worth of patterns
using one double-sided sheet. The sides of these sheets are labeled "Design sheet 1 - 6" and each one has
helpful information that lists specifically which pieces are which side, so this also helps speed along the
process. Fabulous!Personally, I love not having seam allowances. This is probably the most beautiful
presented book for children's fashionable clothing This is one of the most beautiful presented book for
children's fashionable clothing. I also believe they duplicate patterns, so that it doesn't feel like you have 24
distinct ones because some tops are basically a shorter version of a dress. I just eye it, and that's been good
for me.The dress I made, the little ruffle cap sleeve one was so adorable on my two year old.. the bottom
side of the box), and trace apart. There are several additional dresses that I am thrilled to make as well, but I
find a few of the patterns a little too basic/home-made looking (specifically the top/shorts sets). Excellent
service from the seller This has some really cute fashions. I thought I was missing a few of the pattern
bedding, however the seller sent a note back rapidly. I discovered that the guidelines are on both sides of the
bed linens, and altogether there are 6 webpages of patterns. I really valued their help, and believe the
publisher must have indicated the way the pattern sheets are numbered. It would appear that only 3 bed
sheets are included, yet with printing on both sides, a complete of 6 webpages in included. Five Stars
Revise: started on the design for E on web page 8.. Although I have been sewing for 50 years, I did not think
these were at all hard although definitely not for newbies either. The wide variety of sizes and alternate
looks get this to a book I could use nearly forever with only slight modifications to style changes. It includes
a great collection of patterns that are super-cute, however, not difficult to sew, and you can't beat the price
(significantly, 24 patterns for the cost of this one reserve? Attached photo can be for watch M, a blouse, that
I lengthened right into a gown. I am glad I ordered this, and look forward to some creative sewing.) They are



regular Japanese sewing patterns (we. If Japanese sewing books' pattern tracing enables you to nervous, this
is an excellent one to start out with. The instruction web page mentions that you have to draw your personal
pattern for straight pieces.BUT there is no pattern for the circular handbag bottom, and that is a issue.Love
these designs. No pieces missing. Browse the first few web pages carefully. That way I can measure the
garment and get a concept how it compares to my child's measurements. I love the designs because they
look comfortable and beautiful simultaneously. I am very happy to be who owns this book "Women Style
Book"..), place the pattern sheet at the top (i. It's well worth getting just for both bubble dresses. There is a
nice bolero design, though. This particular book has a lot of very pretty gown and blouse patterns, although
they are virtually all brief sleeves or sleeveless. The pattern sheets are standard Japanese pattern bed sheets
where you have to find your piece on the overlapping diagrams and trace it out, adding a seam allowance.
An excellent acrylic quilting ruler and/or a seam gauge ruler makes this quite easy to accomplish. This
means that all the same pattern pieces for one garment are not in the same place. I envision I'll use it a whole
lot and the patterns that are cute are VERY pretty. It was a significant treasure hunt looking for all the
pieces, and the instructions were rather negligible, but I'm used compared to that with sewing periodicals.
There are no design pieces.
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